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Symmetric (v, k, X)-block designs admitting polarity maps are shown to be 
closely related to certain Ramsey numbers for bipartite graphs. In particular, 
if there exists a (v, k, h)-difference set in an abelian group of order z), then the 
Ramsey number R(&,J+~, Kz,u-TC+l) is either 1 + u or 2 + v. 
Let G, ,..., G, be finite undirected graphs with no loops or multiple 
edges. A (G, ,..., G&-coloring is a coloring of the edges of the complete 
graph K, on IZ vertices with m colors c1 ,..., c, (not all of which need be 
used) such that the c,-colored subgraph contains no subgraph isomorphic 
to Gi . The Ramsey number R(G1 ,..., G,) is the least n for which no 
(G, ,..., G,),-coloring exists. The existence of R(G1 ,..., G,) follows from 
a theorem of F. P. Ramsey [21]. (See also [4, 241). Those (G, ,..., G,),- 
colorings with n = R(G, ,..., G,) - 1 are called “critical” colorings. 
The “classical” Ramsey numbers R(Kql ,..., Kqm) were the first to be 
studied, and only a few nontrivial values are known: R(K, , KJ = 6, 
R(K, , K4) = 9, R(K, , Kb) = 14, R(K, , K4) = 18, R(K, , K3 , KS) = 17, 
R(K3, K,) = 18, and R(K, , K7) = 23. The first five numbers were 
computed by Greenwood and Gleason [lo]. Their critical colorings 
(KS > K&s > (4 2 K&v > and (KS, KS, K& were based on finite fields, 
which suggested “deep combinatorial questions” underlie the evaluation 
of Ramsey numbers [lo, p. 41. In his elegant exposition [24], Ryser also 
attributes “deep combinatorial significance” [24, p, 421 to Ramsey 
numbers. The importance of Ramsey’s Theorem is clear from its many 
generalizations and applications such as [3, 5, 7, 15, 16, 231 (to name 
but a few). However, most applications make use only of the finiteness of 
certain Ramsey numbers, and not their values, for which we have seen 
few indications of great significance. The difficulties encountered by 
Graver and Yackel [9] in computing R(K, , K,) and R(K, , K7) leave us 
little hope in the “classical” case. 
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The study of the “generalized” numbers R(G, ,. . ., G,) and (G, ,. .., G,),- 
colorings is called “Ramsey graph theory,” and has enjoyed surprising 
success in the past few years. Let P, , C, , and K,,, respectively denote 
a path with m vertices, a cycle of length m, and the complete bipartite 
graph on m versus n points. Then all the numbers R(Pm , P,), R(Pm , K,), 
R(C, , C,), R(Pnz , C,), R(Pm, K,,,), and many others, are now known. 
The computation of such numbers usually involves extensive case-by-case 
arguments, along with the use of critical colorings of a simple “canonical” 
type. We refer the readers to the survey of Burr [2], and to the references 
in [17, 18, 191. 
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate a direct connection between 
certain Ramsey numbers of the form R(K,,, , K&J and those (0, k, A)- 
block designs admitting a polarity map. When the polarity has no absolute 
points, the corresponding (v, k, h)-graph and its complement form a 
critical coloring for a Ramsey number. In general, the corresponding 
(v, k, h)-polarity graph gives a coloring which is either critical or one 
vertex less than critical for a Ramsey number. We may thus attribute 
significance to the values of certain Ramsey numbers closely related to an 
abundant, varied class of combinatorial designs. The colorings involved 
are based on algebraic and number-theoretic constructions in the spirit 
of those originally used by Greenwood and Gleason. 
Polarity Graphs 
Let G be a graph (without loops or multiple edges). Then VG is the 
vertex-set and EG the edge-set of G. We write G 3 H if G contains no 
subgraph isomorphic to H, and X- y (X + y) if the vertices x, y are 
adjacent (nonadjacent) in G. We let d(x) = {y j y- x}. Any graph- 
theoretic terminology not defined here follows Harary [12]. 
Let zi > k > X > 0 be integers. A (v, k, X)-graph is a graph with u 
vertices which is regular of valence k, and in which any two vertices have 
exactly X common neighbors. For any h > 0 there is always the trivial 
(A + 2, A $ 1, X)-graph Kncz . The “Friendship Theorem” [6, 8, 141 implies 
that the only (u, k, h)-graph with h = 1 is the trivial (3, 2; I)-graph KS _ 
Ahrens and Szekeres [I] have constructed a (X2(X + 2) h(X + l), X)-graph 
for each prime power X. W. D. Wallis [27, 28,29, 30, 31, 321 and 
A. Rudvalis [25] have obtained results on the existence and construction of 
(u, k, X)-graphs, and have related them to “classical” types of combi- 
natorial designs. 
A (v, k, h)-design D is a pair (V, g) where V = (x1 ,..., x,} is a set of 
v “points” and B = {B, ,..., B,) a set of v “blocks” Bi such that each Bi 
is a k-element subset of V and i f j implies j Bi n Bj / = A. 
A polarity v of D is a bijection from V u 2 to itself such that r(V) = B, 
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3 is the identity, and xi E v(xj) implies xj E n(xJ for all i, j. A point 
xi is r-absolute if xi E r(xi). Given a (0, k, X)-design D = (V, 9) with 
polarity r we define a (v, k, h)-polarity graph G(D, r) with vertex-set V 
and edges all (xi , xj} such that xi # xj and xi E 7~(xJ. 
Polarity graphs may be characterized by their local structure. 
THEOREM 1. Let v > k > h > 0. Let G be a graph with zi vertices. 
There exists a (v, k, X)-design D with polarity n such that G = G(D, rr) if 
and only if the following three conditions hold: 
(i) ForeachxEVG, id(x)lE{k- 1,k). 
(ii) IfX = 1, then 1 d(x)1 = k - 1 = / d(y)] implies x + y. 
(iii) If x, y are distinct vertices, then 
I 44 f-J 4 Y>l 
1 
4 if x + y or both x, y have valence k, 
= X-l, lj- x - y and exactly one of x, y has valence k, 
h - 2, if x - y and both x, y have valence k - 1. 
ProoJ: Suppose (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. Let 
and 
A =(xEVG[ In( =k-1}, V= VG, 
922 = {d(x)/ x E V\A} u ({x} u d(x)1 x E A}. 
If x E A, let n(x) = {x} U d(x). If x E V\A, let Z(X) = d(x). If B E 97, 
there is a unique x E V such that Z-(X) = B, and we let z-(B) = x. Now 
n: V u g + V u g is defined, and is bijection such that R-(V) = 93 and ~~ 
is the identity. Clearly, x E r(y) implies y E V(X); and B E 29 implies 
B C V and / B I = k. Suppose B # B’ and B, B’ E 9J’, Then there exist 
unique, distinct x, y E V with B = r(x) and B’ = rr( y). 
If x, y E V\A then I B n B’ / = 1 B(x) n d( y)l = X by (iii). If x, y E A, 
thenB={x)ud(x)andB’={y}ud(y);eitherx+yso \BnB’i = 
1 d(x) n d(y)] = h by (iii), or x -y so 
1 B n B’ / = 1(x, y> u (d(x) n A( y))l = 2 + (A - 2) = A 
by (iii). If x E V\A and y E A, then B = d(x) and B’ = { y> U d(y); 
either x+y so jBuB’j = IA(x) =X by (iii), or x-y so 
/ B n B’ I = I{ y} u (d(x) n d( y))l = 1 + (h - 1) = X by (iii). It follows 
that / B n B’ / = A, so D = (V, 37) is a (v, k, h)-design with polarity rr. 
We have VG(D, r) = V = VG, and {x, y> E EG(D, Z-) if and only if 
x # y and x E n(y), that is, if and only if x E n(y). Thus EG(D, T) = EG 
and G = G(D, n). 
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Conversely, suppose G = G(D, r) for some (a, k, h)-design D = 
(V, B) with polarity z-. Let A = (x E V j x E r(x)}. By definition of 
G(D, z-), VG = I/ and EG = ({x, y) / x # y and x E 7~( y)>. Clearly then, 
in G d(x) = z-(x)\{ x soxhasvalencekifx$Aandk- lifx~A,thus } 
(i) holds. If X = 1, suppose x, y both have valence k - 1 in G. Then 
x~rr(x)andy~n(y), but Iz-(x)nn(y)l = 1, sox#~(y)~ thusx+y 
and (ii) holds. 
Let x, y E Vand x # y. Now d(x) n d(y) = (T(x)\{x>) n (~(y)\(y)) = 
(n(x) n 77(y))\(x, y>, so / d(x) n d(y)/ is I n(x) n n(y) = h unless one 
or both of x, y is in Z(X) n 7~( y). If x E V(X) n r(y) but y $ n(x) n r(y), 
then x E r(y) so y E r(x) but y $ n(y); in this case, y has valence k, 
x E r(x) has valence k - 1, and / d(x) n d(y)/ = I(T(x) n m(y))\(x>~ = 
h - 1. The case where x N y and x, y have valences k, k - 1 is similar. 
If (x, y} C n(x) n r(y), then x - y, both x, y have valence k - 1, and 
I d(x) n d(y)1 = X - 2. Thus (iii) holds, and the proof is complete. 
Theorem 1 generalizes Theorem 2.1 of Rudvalis [25]: when the polarity 
r has no absolute points, then G(D, n) is a (a, k, X)-graph. Also, Theorem 1 
shows that all (u, k, h)-polarity graphs with h = 1 are “friendship sets” 
in the sense of Skala [26]. In [20], we studied the (q2 + q + 1, q + 1, l)- 
polarity graphs given by the “orthogonal” polarity of the projective plane 
PG(2, q), for q a prime power. Certain subgraphs of these polarity graphs 
gave five infinite families of connected graphs whose automorphism 
groups are transitive on ordered paths of length at least 1: two families 
having graphs of girth 5 and the others of girth 3. It thus appears that 
polarity graphs may be of interest for their own sake. The next theorem 
shows they are abundant. 
THEOREM 2. Let B a (v, k, A)-dj?erence set in a finite abelian group 
(V, +). Then there exists a (v, k, X)-polarity graph G with VG = V. The 
number of points of valence k - 1 in G is 1(x I 2x~B)l, which is k when v is odd. 
Proof. There is an associated (v, k, X)-design D = (V, a) whose blocks 
are the translates of B. (See Hall [I 1, Chap. Ill.) The map Z-: x -+ B - x, 
B - x -+ x is a polarity of D, since x E B - y implies y E B - x. The 
polarity graph G = G(D, z-) has VG = V and EG = {{x, y}l x # y 
and x + y E B}. The point x has valence k - 1 in G if and only if 
x E n(x) = B - x; that is, 2x E B. When v is odd, the map x -+ 2x is an 
automorphism of the group (V, +) so 1(x 1 2x E B)I = I B I = k. 
Ramsey Numbers 
We now relate polarity graphs to certain Ramsey numbers as promised 
in the Introduction. 
582a/zo/r-2 
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THEOREM 3. Let A, II > 0. Then 
WL+I 2 Kl,,) < 1 + n + $(A + 1 + [(A - 1)” f ~AFz)]~/~. 
Equality holds ifand only ij’there exists a (v, k, X)-graph with n = v - k. 
Proof. Let m = R(K2,n+l , Kl,,) - 1. Then there exists a graph G 
with m vertices such that G $ K,,A+l and the complementary graph 
G 9 &,n . Let VG = {x1 ,..., x,> and 6, = / 0(x,)1. Then 
because the left-hand side counts all unordered paths (x, , xi, x,) = 
txs 2 xi , xv) of length 2 joining some pair of distinct vertices x, , X, in G, 
but since G $ K,,A+l there are at most X such paths for each of the (r) 
possible unordered pairs x, , x, . 
Because G $ Kl,n we have that the least valence 6 of G obeys 6 > m - n. 
If m < II, then m + 1 < n + 1 so strict inequality holds trivially in 
Theorem 3. Thus we may assume m - n 3 1. Then, since t(t - 1) is an 
increasing function for t > l/2, we have 6(6 - 1) 3 (m - n)(m - n - 1). 
But from (1), m(i) d xi (ii) < h(p), so 
(m - n>(m - n - 1) < 6(6 - 1) < + z1 ( 2) < h(m - I), (2) 
so m2 - (2~2 + 1 + h)m + (n” + n + A) ,< 0. We conclude that m, < 
m < m, , where m, , m, are the two roots of the quadratic polynomial 
in m. Here the inequality m < mzz simplifies to the inequality of Theorem 3. 
It is easy to see that the other inequality m, < m gives a poorer lower 
bound for the Ramsey number than the trivial lower bound n + 2. 
If equality holds in the inequality of Theorem 3, then equality would 
hold everywhere in (2). This would imply that G is regular of valence 
6 = m - ~1, and every pair of vertices of G is joined by exactly X paths of 
length 2. Then G would be a (v, k, A)-graph with v = m, k = 6 = v - n, 
so n = v - k and R(K,,A+l, Kl,,) = 1 + m = 1 + v. 
Conversely suppose there is a (v, k, X)-graph H such that v - k = II. 
Then H $ &,,I+~ and the complement i7 3 Kl,n so R(K,,A+l, Kl,,J > v. 
Since X(v - 1) = k(k - l), we easily see that 
(A - 1)” + 4x12 = (2k - (A + 1))2, 
so the upper bound of Theorem 3 reduces to 1 + n + k = 1 + v. We 
conclude that in this case R(K2,n+l, Kl,3 = 1 + v, and the proof is 
complete. 
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Theorem 3 generalizes Lemma 1 of [19]. It was first proved by the 
author in May 1973, and later announced independently by Lawrence 1131. 
It allows exact determination of certain Ramsey numbers corresponding 
to those polarity graphs G(D, V) where v has no absolute points. In 
general, polarity graphs determine certain Ramsey numbers up to an error 
ofl. 
THEOREM 4. Let v > k > h > 0. If a (v, k, h)-polarity graph exists, 
then R(K,,,+, , Kl,zr--k+l) is either 1 + v or 2 + v. 
Proof. Suppose G is a (v, k, X)-polarity graph. Then G has v points, 
and by Theorem 1 any pair of points is joined by at most h paths of 
length 2, so G $ K,,,,, . Since the least valence 6 of G obeys 6 3 k - 1, 
the complement G $ K1,zr-B+l . Thus R(K,,A+l , Kl,v--k+l) > v. 
Since G = G(D, z-) and the condition k(k - 1) = X(v - 1) necessarily 
holds for the (v, k, X)-design D, we get 
(h - 1)” + 4h(v - k + 1) 
= (2k - (A + 1))2 + 4X < (2k - (A + 1))” + 8k - 4h 
= (2k + 1 - Q2. 
By Theorem 3, 
R(-&+l , Kit+-k+d 
< 1 + (v - k + 1) + $(A + 1 + [(A - 1)2 + 4A(v - k + l)])l’“) 
< 1 + (v - k + 1) + $(A + 1 + [(2k + 1 - A)“])l’z) r 3 + v. 
Since the Ramsey number is an integer strictly between v and 3 + v, 
it must be 1 + v or 2 + v. This completes the proof. 
In [19], we showed that R(K,,, , K,,,z+,) = q2 + 4 + 2 for any prime 
power 4. That is, the (@ + 4 + 1, q + 1, l)-polarity graph arising from 
the orthogonal polarity of the projective plane PG(2, q) gives a critical 
coloring for the corresponding Ramsey number of Theorem 4, and the 
number is 1 + v in this case. Here the reduction of the upper bound 
from 2 + z, to 1 + u involves nontrivial combinatorial and algebraic 
arguments. 
It is well known [I 1, p. 1411 that the nontrivial squares of the 1 l-element 
field Z,, form an (11, 5, 2)-difference set in the cyclic group (Z,, , +). 
Theorem 4 then gives that R(K,,, , K&) is 12 or 13. Howerver, the I- 
skeleton of the icosahedron is a graph G with 12 vertices such that G $ K2,3 
and G 3 Kl,7. Thus R(K,,, , K1,7) = 13, and the upper bound 2 + v of 
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Theorem 4 is sometimes attained. In this case, 13 is also the greatest 
integer not exceeding the upper bound for R(K,,, , K1,,) given by 
Theorem 3. 
Lawrence [13] has shown that R(K,,, , K& = 20 where the critical 
coloring is given by the Robertson graph [22]. Again, 20 is the greatest 
integer not exceeding the upper bound given by Theorem 3; but Theorem 4 
does not apply since there is no (v, k, X)-design with u - k + 1 = 15 
andX= 1. 
Such examples as the icosahedron and the Robertson graph suggest 
that critical colorings for Ramsey numbers R(&, , K1,,) will be interesting 
combinatorial configurations even if they are not polarity graphs. We 
believe that there remain undiscovered links between Ramsey numbers 
for bipartite graphs and objects such as tactical configurations and 
regular polytopes. 
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